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Ideal Heat temporary boiler solution keeps hotel customers happy 

 
Ideal Heat Solutions stepped in fast to keep the customers happy when a serious flood in 
a hotel’s plant room cut off heat and hot water. 
 
Within hours, Ideal Heat had deployed and installed an efficient temporary boiler, restoring the Kings 

Hotel at Stokenchurch, High Wycombe, to fully functioning with the minimum of downtime.  
 
The extent of the damage to the plant room meant complete 

reconstruction and plant replacement were needed immediately. 
Ideal Heat carried out a full site survey to identify the best 
location for temporary plant room, which would logistically allow 

for the rebuilding to take place.  
 
Connectivity of the existing heating circuit also needed to be 

analysed and the safest hose route and connection points worked 
out, with contingency plans for additional complications. The 
temporary hose route travelled around the hotel rear and 

through one of the hotel’s rooms to connect to the existing hose 
network. The return route was under floorboards for efficiency 
and safety. The force needed to maintain pressure in all of the 

hotel’s showers meant an additional pump set needed to 
be installed.  

 
The Ideal Heat team determined that the 500kW oil fired 
boiler was the optimal solution. This was delivered and 

installed immediately; meaning services were back on for 
hotel customers within four hours. 
 

Kings Hotel Director Bobby Dhillon was delighted with the 
response: “A leak in our plant room caused a flood which 
left the hotel in a critical situation and in urgent need of a 

temporary boiler. With no heat or hot water, the hotel’s 
excellent reputation was vulnerable. Ideal Heat Solutions responded immediately to our call and 
supplied a temporary boiler; they had the hotel back to fully functioning within hours, crucially, with 

little or no inconvenience to our customers. We are extremely impressed with the service we 
received, thank you Ideal Heat.” 
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